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Small venues attract corporate retreats seeking
to be more productive

Food & Lifestyle
Sponsored Content by Mirbeau Inn & Spa•

Rather than choosing between
“meat, chicken or fish,” those
choosing to meet at smaller and
more intimate venues can request
four-star meals.

-

The corporate retreat has undergone

a transformation, with exclusive and

intimate venues becoming the new

go-to for many smaller groups.

Instead of listening to presentations

given in hotel ballrooms that can

accommodate hundreds, smaller

groups are looking for interactive

sessions in customizable meeting

spaces. Rather than choosing

between “meat, chicken or fish,”

those choosing to meet at smaller and

more intimate venues can request

four-star meals.
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Casual interfaces and

engaging

interactions, in

relaxing and non-

work-like settings, can

be the ideal location

to boost

communication in a

corporate retreat.

And instead of boarding charter

buses to attend off-site work

functions, attendees only need to

walk to the front desk to schedule

amenities such as a deep-tissue

massage, a wine tasting or a chance

to enjoy a destination’s outdoor

features – such as a golf course,

gardens or firepit.

“Corporate retreat guests are here to

get specific things accomplished, so it

is important to book a space that is

comfortable and conducive to

hosting a meeting,” says Suzanne

Miraglia, Director of Sales at Mirbeau

Inn & Spa, a 50-guestroom spa retreat

in Plymouth. “At the same time, you

want to be able to offer them variety

in menu choices and activities.”

Mixing work and pleasure

Corporate meeting planners

recognize and appreciate the

importance of offering memorable

experiences for those on their invite

lists. A 2017 study completed by Gfk,

a German market research institute,

revealed that 78% of managers agree

that time off improved the
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performance of their workers, and

70% said it renews staff commitment.

“Employees return to the office

inspired, refreshed and ready to act

on what they have taken away from

the retreat,” Miraglia says. Retreats

also provide an ideal venue for

smaller groups to casually get to

know their closest associates.

Attendees can learn to build upon the

strengths – and identify and address

the weaknesses – of their most

trusted workers.

Effective communication is a key

performance indicator in successful

working teams. In fact, the ability to

communicate well and engage others

ranks higher in importance than the

intelligence and skillsets of

individual team members, according

to a study completed by the

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology’s Dynamics Laboratory.

But communication is not necessarily

a skill best measured in a formal

setting, like a boardroom. It is also

difficult to evaluate while hunkered

down in an oversized hotel meeting

room for hours on end. Casual

interfaces and engaging interactions,

in relaxing and non-work-like

settings, can be the ideal location to

provide such insights.

http://www.hbr.org/2012/04/the-new-science-of-building-great-teams


Suzanne Miraglia,

Director of Sales at

Mirbeau Inn & Spa

Authenticity rules the retreat

With increasing regularity, smaller

groups – senior partners at law firms,

advisors at wealth management

companies, and members of a

corporation’s board of directors – are

booking the authentic over the

practical, Miraglia says.

When they’re not attending training

or educational seminars in

customizable rooms, Miraglia says

resort guests relax and bond by

competing in oyster-shucking

contests or attend craft beer tastings.

Others take advantage of Mirbeau’s

outdoor wood-fired pizza oven to

work on their team-building skills

while kneading dough and dicing

toppings.

In choosing a venue for smaller

groups, Miraglia says options for

attendees to have unscheduled time

can be important. During those
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unscheduled periods, people like

activities such as attending a private

fitness class, visiting a spa, doing

some shopping, playing golf or

walking in nature. At Mirbeau, the

walking trails, gardens, and ponds

around the property resemble those

of a manor house in the French

countryside.

The key to a successful retreat is

selecting a venue that offers

something for everyone in a group,

and not just those picking up the tab

at the end of an excursion. “You can

get your work done, and do it in a

convenient yet peaceful setting,”

Miraglia says.

Learn more about corporate retreat

and business meetings at Mirbeau Inn

& Spa Plymouth.

Mirbeau Inn & Spa Plymouth combines

the amenities of a 50-room, boutique

inn with a comfortable and elegant

feel, a world-class spa, and nationally

acclaimed fine dining. The award-

winning property is reminiscent of a

French estate and is surrounded by

beautifully landscaped Monet gardens,

waterfalls and Koi fish ponds.

Frank S. Costanza is a writer with

The Business Journals Content

Studio.
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